Understand a company’s
history and their drug portfolio
Cortellis Competitive Intelligence
This guide explains how to use company reports in Cortellis to evaluate company’s activities, drug portfolio and
expertise.
When analyzing companies for partnering opportunities, you need to evaluate their recent activities and their drug
pipeline to assess if they are a suitable match for your company. You also need to identify:
•
•
•

Top indications they are focusing on.
Number of drugs they have in the market, as well as clinical trials and preclinical.
Any merger or acquisition they’ve been part of in the past.

Example: Analyze a company’s history and drug portfolio e.g. Akcea Therapeutics Inc based in the US.
1.
2.

Type the company name at the top and click ‘Index’ search.
Make sure ‘Companies’ is selected under ‘Report type’ on the left and click company name from the results table.

‘Parent Company Name’ -2nd column- indicates if
the company of interest is part of a larger
organization. In this case, Akcea Therapeutics
Inc. is a subsidiary of Ionis Pharmaceutical Inc.
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3.

Select ‘Company Profile’ tab from the menu on the left to read the history of the company. Company profiles are
overviews written and manually curated by Cortellis editors summarizing information on mergers, acquisitions, spin
offs and comments on financial data.
Paragraphs in company profiles start with month/year followed
by the update/news and source of the information at the end.

Click blue links to see the source of information.
4.

Go to the ‘Drugs’ tab to find an interactive and integrated chart providing number of drugs developed by Akcea by
indication allowing you to identify areas with highest activities in R&D.

‘Active drugs’ are those in discovery,
preclinical, clinical phases, preregistered,
registered, suspended or launched.

Hover over one of the bars to
display number of drugs per
phase for each indication.
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5.

A second chart in the same tab displays the company’s drug pipeline allowing you to identify whether they are focused
on early research or drugs in late stage as well as evaluate companies to identify the best business partners for future
deals, acquisitions or mergers.

Click one of the bars to display
drug names and their details
in a results table.

6.

Deals, clinical trials and patent landscape are tabulated in separate tabs to facilitate analysis of these activities.
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